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CompanyWeek is the media voice of the Rocky Mountain 
manufacturing economy and built-environment, pro!ling 
growth-companies and reporting on business issues and 
news impacting makers and manufacturers in 10 industry 
categories:

Bioscience/medical

Food/beverage

Fashion/arts

Transportation/logistics

Lifestyle

Software/media

Industrial/contract manufacturing

Energy/environment

Electronics/aerospace

Built-environment

Since September, CompanyWeek has profiled 50 Colorado firms, asking each to 
summarize the challenges, opportunities, and needs shaping their manufacturing 
or making business. 

Below is a compilation of their answers to these questions. 

Quotations appear as they were reported in the original profiles. Links are 
provided for those reading this white paper digitally. For those reviewing in hard-
copy, log-on to www.companyweek.com and navigate to the full-length profile by 
a company or category search. 

For more information on the companies listed below, or to contact 
CompanyWeek please, email Bart Taylor, founder and publisher,  
at btaylor@companyweek.com or 303-888-2832.

http://companyweek.com/
http://companyweek.com/
http://www.companyweek.com
mailto:btaylor@companyweek.com
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Allosource
 CHALLENGES:   Regulation. “Through innovation, AlloSource allografts are becoming more sophisticated and posing new regulatory analysis,” 

notes (Tom) Cycyota. “Our collaboration with both the FDA and AATB will ensure there are new allografts for healing that meet 
all of the applicable regulations.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:   Innovation. “The progressive innovation that we have seen in AlloSource’s R&D department using adult mesenchymal stem 
cells is allowing surgeons to gain healing in cases which otherwise would have had problematic outcomes,” says Cycyota. 

 NEEDS:   Donor resources.  “AlloSource can only follow through on our mission to honor the gift if we have tissue donors. The recovery 
agencies we currently partner with trust us to take great care of their donors by ensuring their tissue helps as many people as 
possible.  AlloSource looks forward to partnering more OPOs in the future.”

Ball Corp
 CHALLENGES:   (Scott) McCarty identifies “further increasing the high recycling rate for beverage cans” and “growing can share in new 

beverage segments such as water and wine” as Ball’s top challenges for metal beverage packaging.

 OPPORTUNITIES:   “Specialty metal beverage packaging – bottles, di!erent sizes, graphics – and continuing to work with craft brewers to grow 
their brands,” says McCarty.

 NEEDS:   Two things, says McCarty: continued state support, and a hot summer.

Big Agnes
 CHALLENGES:   (Len) Zanni says increasing brand awareness is the biggest current challenge for Big Agnes, adding, “Innovation is both a 

challenge and an opportunity.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Going global. “There’s so much opportunity to expand internationally,” says Zanni. 

 NEEDS:   “Capital is always an issue when you’re a growing business,” Zanni zays. “Plus we need people to get o! the couch and get 
outdoors and camp, hike, and fish.”

Boulder Engineering Systems
 CHALLENGES:  (Dan) Bodenstein said one of BES’ biggest challenges is controlling the company’s schedule--making sure the company 

remains busy without getting overloaded. The key, he said, is “being able to deliver when you say you’re going to deliver. 
There’s a real art to project scheduling and project management,” Bodenstein added.  And, “Finding good talent is extremely 
challenging,” Bodenstein said. He explained that the company spent seven months searching for its current senior computer 
engineer, and finally ended up hiring him away from Zipcar.

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “We always get to work on such a diverse mix of projects. We’re never bored,” he said, adding that BES is often running 
between 7 and 10 projects at a time.

 NEEDS:  BES’ other need is equally acute: “There’s a real limited amount of real estate and space available” in Boulder, Bodenstein said. “I 
could give you a rant about o"ce space in the Boulder area.” He said BES spent much of 2013 searching for a permanent o"ce 
location, and just this month moved into it at 3297 Walnut Street in Boulder.

 Manufacturing Environment: 
Challenges, Opportunities and Needs of Colorado’s Goods-producing Sector    
(Quotations appear as they were reported in the original profiles.)

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/allosource
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/ball-corporation
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/big-agnes
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/boulder-engineering-studio
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Colorado Cider Company
 CHALLENGES:  “It’s a much more time-consuming process than brewing,” say Page, a fact that makes finance tricky. Access to fruit in Denver is 

also di"cult. “The apple industry in the last 20 years has shrunk dramatically in Colorado,” says Page, noting that the “big three” 
apple states are Washington, Michigan, and New York. 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  In the U.K., the market for cider is one-sixth the size of the beer market, while in the U.S. it’s less than 1 percent. “There’s huge 
room for growth,” says Page. 

 NEEDS:  Better cider legislation. “It’s crazy the way cider is regulated,” says Page, noting it’s in a “no man’s land” between wine and beer 
from a tax and regulatory standpoint. To push for reform, Colorado Cider is a member of the U.S. Association of Cider Makers, 
and is behind federal legislation that will re-categorize cider.

comCables
 CHALLENGES:  Counterfeit cabling products that are substandard. “There is a ton of counterfeit, substandard, and unsafe product coming in,” 

says (Andy) Work. “It goes from golf clubs to your wife’s purse to communications cabling.” 
 
To stem the tide, comCables is active with the Communications Cable and Connectivity Association (www.cccassoc.org). 
“What we’re trying to do is educate the marketplace on substandard and counterfeit brands,” Work explains.

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Growth. “Before 2012, we had zero distributors in the U.S.,” says Work. “We were handling it ourselves.” Now the company has 60 
distributors, largely Tri-Ed locations, but there are many more. “We could be in as many as 200.”

 NEEDS:  A skilled sales force. “We have the best team, but we will eventually need more employees and more manufacturer’s reps to 
call on contractors and architects,” says Work.

Crooked Stave
 CHALLENGES:  Keeping up with exploding demand and pushing the creative envelope. “It’s always, ‘What are we going to do next?’” he says.

 OPPORTUNITIES:  (Chad) Yakobson sees opportunities to grow in distribution -- Crooked Stave has a thriving distributorship of imported and 
artisan beers -- and has a long-term vision of a farmhouse brewery somewhere around the Front Range. “That whole concept 
would be amazing.”

 NEEDS:  Financing. “As a business, we’ve been operating cash-flow-positive from day one,” says Yakobson. But banks can’t grasp why 
Crooked Stave has succeeded -- they’re unlike any brewery they’ve ever encountered. “Traditional banks can’t understand us.”

Diversi!ed Machine Systems
 CHALLENGES:  “Colorado Springs is not a manufacturing town”, (Patrick) Bollar says. “I’d give jobs to more local CNC shops, but generally their 

rates are high because there are too few shops. I’d also source all my sheet metal locally, but there’s not a lot of sheet metal I 
can get.”

 NEEDS:  Like other manufacturers in Colorado, DMS would benefit from larger pool of qualified employees. “I’d like to see a focus on 
more occupational jobs”, say Bollar. “There still a perception that manufacturing jobs are dirty, low-life.” DMS’s growth has also 
created demand for outsourced maintenance. “We need highly-qualified people to service the 3500 or so DMS machines out 
in the market.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “We’re excited about our opportunities. Composite materials are a game-changer, especially in our top two market segments - 
aerospace and automotive. But woodworking and plastics-cutting - we’ll build a machine to meet a customer’s needs”

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/colorado-cider-company
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/comcables
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/crooked-stave
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/diversified-machine-systems
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Eagle Claw
 CHALLENGES:   Workforce is a challenge, (Don) Schaible says. “We manufacturer here, so we pay higher wages than our competitors 

who don’t. It’s also di"cult here in Denver to find talent, even though it’s finally getting some attention. We have to stop 
demeaning the industry, even at a high-school level. Manufacturing is di!erent than it used to be. But trying to find 
employees with the right skill set has been a challenge.” 
 
And Schaible chafed when discussing the “raft” of regulation the company manages. “It’s a constant battle to keep up with 
amount of regulation this company faces,” he says. “It’s ludicrous.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:   Technology is disrupting manufacturing operations in a positive way. “Trokar’s a good example. No one else is playing in 
that market, or have the machines to be able to make that work.”  Schaible is also bullish on the long-term prospects for the 
industry. “Over 90 percent of us have a favorable impression of fishing.”

 NEEDS:  Eagle Claw actively seeks to improve its supply chain. “We continually evaluate our suppliers from a cost, quality and 
availability standpoint.  Quality is key but it must also be cost competitive and the suppliers must have a track record of 
delivering on time.”

EarthRomer
 CHALLENGES:  “One of our biggest challenges is finding skilled, good employees,” says (Bill) Swails, citing in-demand skill sets from 

woodworking to welding to electrical work. “The more rounded they are, the better.”  
“Growing up in the 1970s, we had a shop class,” he adds. “Now they don’t even o!er it, more often than not.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “Our biggest opportunities are expanding our product line,” says Swails. He says he sees markets for both bigger and smaller 
EarthRoamers. The former would cost upwards of $1 million, but Swails says he just needs an order or two to commence 
production. “It’s for a guy who needs the coolest toy,” he says. 

 NEEDS: “To continue to book orders,” says Swails.

Epic Brewing
 CHALLENGES:  Raising the brand’s profile outside of Utah. “We have to make sure people in Denver are aware of us,” says Cole. “We invested a 

lot of money into the taproom.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “We’re already considering another brewery location,” says (David) Cole. “California’s pretty likely. We’d also consider 
Washington state or Oregon or someplace back East. 

 NEEDS:  “In Utah, our biggest need is more political support from the the state,” says Cole. “We need to stop throwing away tourism 
opportunities. We need to recognize the separation of church and state in terms of liquor laws.”

EVOL
 CHALLENGES:   “This industry is competitive, more competitive than it has been in the past,” says (Phil) Anson. And Colorado contractors are 

“super-busy. When we want to build a new refrigeration system, our guy is booked out for three months.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Anson points to EVOL leading a growing sector in a flat category. “With frozen foods, natural foods are the only thing that’s 
growing, and EVOL is driving a lot of that growth,” he says.

 NEEDS:  “It would always be easier if there was more support -- federally locally, whatever -- for small business,” says Anson.

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/eagle-claw
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/earthroamer
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/epic-brewing-company
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/evol
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FatBike
 CHALLENGES: “ Definitely cash flow.  Growing so quickly requires a huge amount of attention to cash flow, planning our inventory and 

predicting sales.  Another challenge is adding the good people we need to be successful,” (Steve) Kaczmarek says, adding 
that there’s also plenty of competition.  “Others are planning new products now, and we need to be designing new products 
in order to continue leading the category.“

 OPPORTUNITIES: “ We must stay ahead of the curve.  We have an amazing brand – and everyone is watching what we do.  Our goal is 
to develop strategic relationships with key players in the industry to make sure Borealis is included in their design 
considerations.  Because companies providing many of our components have put us on allocation, we are now developing 
and designing our own components to address supply chain issues.”

 NEEDS:  “Our greatest needs are currently in our o"ce where we need customer service, accounting and computer systems,” 
Kaczmarek says.  “All are required to grow and support our customers.”

Fresca Foods
 CHALLENGES:  “One challenge is continuing to find great people,” says (Liz) Myslik. “We’re constantly in a state of hiring.” About 200 of the 

company’s 250 employees work in production, and it doesn’t help that Boulder County has a high cost of living, she adds. 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “There is no end,” says Myslik. “We feel very fortunate to be at the epicenter of a movement for healthier eating and healthier 
living.” 

 NEEDS: “One more hour in the day,” laughs Myslik. “We’re literally a 24/7 operation. There are so many projects.”

GE Johnson Construction
 CHALLENGES:  “Skilled labor. During the recession only a few large contractors were forced to close, but many subcontracting companies 

shut for good.  It’s made it hard to find the skilled trades (people) we need to ramp up again – especially carpenters, masons 
and drywallers.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “The Broadmoor West remodel is tremendous – they have such a celebrated brand.  Completing a job of this quality under a 
tight deadline gives us an important stamp of approval.”

 NEEDS:  “We have at least 200 people on the Broadmoor job and could use many more.  You can make good money in this field -- 
$25 to $30 per hour, depending on skills.  People just don’t encourage their kids to go into construction, but there’s so much 
opportunity.”

Geotech Environmental
  CHALLENGES:   “Hiring people with the right skill set and mindset that see manufacturing as a career,” says (Je! ) Popiel. “This is where the state 

and the city are coming in, trying to rebrand manufacturing.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “The biggest opportunity for us is to continue to find local firms we can make parts for,” says Popiel. “We can re-shore jobs and 
bring manufacturing back.” 

 NEEDS:   A higher-education pathway for manufacturing. “That’s the piece that’s missing,” says Popiel. The passage of House Bill 13-1165 
calls for the creation of such a pathway, but it’s still at least a few years away. 

Growing Spaces
 CHALLENGES:  “One of our biggest challenges is the seasonality of our business,” says Puja. “The other one is builder regulations based on 

square buildings, and sometimes a dome shape can be a challenge for the regulators.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “We are so much about the love of the planet and love of people,” says Parsons. “There is a spirit of people bonding together 
to take care of each other and we are a part of that. We see ourselves as global citizens on a small microcosmic level. We are 
active in our southwest Colorado region.

 NEEDS:  “What we really need is for the regulators of towns and schools to understand the strength of the geodesic dome structure, 
and allow our history of success and safety in over 100 schools and many communities to warrant a passing of building 
permits,” says Parsons.

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/the-fat-bike-company
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/fresca-foods
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/ge-johnson-construction-co
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/geotech-environmental-equipment
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/growing-spaces
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Hunter Douglas
 CHALLENGES:   (Ric) Pellett highlights two: “finding employees with the right skills and education” and “government policies that hinder the 

ability for manufacturing to grow and create jobs.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:   The growing economy is o!ering opportunities to “invest in innovation, capital improvement and employee development,” 
says Pellett.

 NEEDS:   Pellett says the state needs to “create pro-manufacturing policies that will make Colorado more competitive,” citing education, 
infrastructures, incentives, and energy as keys.

Janksa
 CHALLENGES:   “It is challenging to compete on price with companies that manufacture o!shore,” (Jan) Erickson says. “Instead of pennies per 

hour, we are paying a modest, but livable wage. We have not, however, been able to o!er the benefits that I believe our skilled 
sewers need and deserve.” Another challenge: finding sewers. “When everything went o!shore in the ’80s and ’90s, a lot of 
those sewers went to other kinds of jobs. So far we’ve done fine, but I think a lot of those skilled workers are gone who were 
here 20 years ago.” Janska has had success finding skilled sewers by advertising in local Spanish and Asian newspapers, and 
word-of-mouth. “We currently rent in an Enterprise Zone area, and that is helpful to us.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:   Erickson foresees Janska’s sales reaching $10 million within three or four years, which would be roughly triple the $3 million 
revenue projected for this year. She hopes to increase Janska’s presence in Canada and is looking into other international 
markets.

JPM
 CHALLENGES:  Juggling the responsibilities of being an employer meeting our customers’ needs. “There’s so much work out there, but finding 

and keeping motivated talent is a big challenge.  We may also need to expand our facility in the next few years.”

 OPPORTUNITY:  “It’s unlimited in this industry.  I’m excited about local initiatives like a new trade school in one of our school districts 
that is working to prepare students for skilled positions.  I think there’s been a stigma in the past around machining and 
manufacturing, but that’s where many of the futures’ good jobs will be.  Another growing opportunity lies in new business 
areas such as producing parts for a drone manufacturer as well as for the firearms industry.”

 NEEDS: More skilled workers.  “There’s such a demand for machine shops.  We’re all busy and have to turn jobs down. “

Karcher
 CHALLENGES:  “There is seasonality to our business,” says (Craig) Rissler. “The challenge is how to increase your capacities for short times 

during the year.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “It is a growing company and we have opportunities to improve our operations through capital investments of new 
technologies,” says Rissler.”

 NEEDS:  “Our needs are to continue to find ways to increase our growth, and our capacities both physically and in the workforce,” says 
Spickard. “We have outgrown the Englewood space.”

KOTA
 CHALLENGES:   KOTA initially faced high waste elimination and transportation costs, though some solutions are currently in place. (Michael) 

Maloney’s still concerned about a possible spike in fuel costs in the future.  

 OPPORTUNITIES:   Maloney sees risk tolerance as key to an adjusted economy and to the success of KOTA, “Risk always drives return in the 
American economy with regard to retail businesses and consumers.”

 NEEDS:  Based on Maloney’s experience, manufacturers in the infancy stages need more adequate financial support. “Though we have 
had some support, it is challenging for a business less than two years old to obtain loans.” He added that manufacturers as a 
whole would benefit from a less stringent policy for new businesses and he hopes changes are in store.

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/hunter-douglas
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/janska
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/jpm-prototype-mfg.-inc
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/patsys-candies
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/kota
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Loki
 CHALLENGES:  Innovation recognition. “Getting customers to see the unique and myriad ‘Loki’ advantages our products o!er to customers 

when they look so low-key,” says (Seth) Anderson. 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “We have opportunities to grow in the college licensing market, broaden outdoor retail channels like hook and bullet markets 
and grow our strength in outdoor and work-wear solutions for colder climates like Alaska and Antarctica,” says Anderson.

 NEEDS:  Access to capital”, says Anderson. “We need to find a long-term solution from a capital-planning phase we will finalize in the 
next few years.”

Merritt Equipment Inc.
 CHALLENGES:   “We can go on forever and ever,” says (Taylor) Merritt. “A big challenge is the political environment, with lots of things going 

on with labor and taxes and OSHA. And healthcare is big for us.” Merritt says the advent of the A!ordable Care Act has him 
bracing for a 10 to 25 percent uptick in health insurance costs.

 OPPORTUNITIES:   “We’re constantly looking for new markets,” says Merritt. “Doing business internationally is a promising opportunity for us.” 
While the company exports to Canada and Mexico, he sees potential for “branching out.”

 NEEDS:   “Skilled workforce is the first thing that comes to mind,” says Merritt. “Manufacturing has a horrible image. People think it’s 
dirty, it’s hard work, and there’s no potential for a career. It’s hard work, and it may or may not be the most glamorous thing, 
but we’re touching the food chain at the very beginning. Virtually everything is trucked here. We’re touching almost every 
aspect of the economy.”

Mersive
 CHALLENGES:  To grow with the explosion of mobile and BYOD (“bring your own device”). “These devices represent enormous market share,” 

says Chris Jaynes, founder and CTO. 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  To grow with the explosion of mobile and BYOD. Especially with 20- and 30-year-olds, everybody’s coming into meetings with 
mobile devices”. Next up for Solstice features: data manipulation so people can edit the documents of other users via Solstice.

 NEEDS:  Traditional venture capital. Investors include 3M and numerous government entities. “We’ll look at more general-purpose VC,” 
says Balgley. “This has been a hard company for venture to understand. It’s hard to understand you can do this with software.”

Moots
 CHALLENGES:  “We’re of the size where we need to constantly balance and plan forward for continuing to have one foot in the complete 

hand-built world where we’re building frames e!ectively one at a time, and at the same time have some form of a production 
process in place to keep our lead times to a point that are acceptable and desirable for our customers and for where we’d like 
them to be,” (Rob) Mitchell says. “That keeps it fun and presents challenges.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:   “There’s a lot of manufacturing coming back to the U.S., which is great to see,” Mitchell says. “It’s likely to continue in the short- 
to mid-term, and it will be interesting to see if it’s sustainable over the long term. But clearly pricing in Asia is rising, and it’s 
going to continue to rise, and it’s forcing people to look back into the U.S. as a viable option.”

 NEEDS:   Mitchell isn’t short on ideas on how the state could help manufacturing. “More storytelling is one,” he suggests. “There are 
some really interesting stories in the state of companies that are very, very well-respected brands, known on a worldwide 
basis, that are building 100 percent, or very nearly 100 percent of everything they make and sell right here in our back yards. I 
think a program that highlights those and brings visibility to them and to the state at the same time could be very powerful.”

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/loki
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/merritt-equipment-co
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/mersive
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/moots
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Mountain Racing Products
 CHALLENGES:  “Our biggest challenge is we’re in an isolated area,” says (Tim) Fry. “We just don’t have the manufacturing base here. If 

something goes wrong, I can’t go across the street -- I have to hop on a plane.” Not that MRP needs any outside help, from the 
government or otherwise. “If we have a problem or challenge, we look internally,” he says. “We just try to stay focused on what 
we do every day.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Grand Junction’s remote location is not just a challenge -- it’s also an opportunity. “The opportunity is it forces us to be more 
integrated in house,” says Tim. He says the OEM business remains a growth opportunity. “There are so many high-end bikes. 
Our products go on bikes that are $2,500 and up. The consumer gets used to it.” 

 NEEDS: A consistent source of skilled labor. “It ebbs and flows,” says Tim. “It’s tied to the oil and gas market.”

Mountainside Medical
 CHALLENGES:  (Peter) Neidecker says regulatory issues -- including new protocols from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration -- have created 

extra paperwork for Mountainside Medical. He also said the medical device tax in the new A!ordable Care Act, which carries a 
2.3 percent top line toll, could a!ect the company’s customers.

 OPPORTUNITIES:   The company continues to find new opportunities due to investments in manufacturing technologies. “We are seeing that the 
technologies that we’re bringing to the market give us a lot of opportunities to do business with companies in other markets,” 
says Neidecker.

 NEEDS:   As business goes global, Neidecker says Mountainside Medical needs to keep pace. “Our customers manufacture their 
products locally in emerging markets and they need local suppliers to support them,” he says. “We want to be among their 
local suppliers.”

Muscanell Millworks
 CHALLENGES:  “Our main challenge is supply of raw material,” says (Karen) Harbaugh. “That does not mean there is a lack of hardwood trees in 

the forest. The forests are growing and the hardwood companies are removing less timber than new timber is growing every 
year.  The recession was very hard on the infrastructure of our industry, right down to the basic level of having enough skilled 
loggers.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “We make a product called Woodchucks Fire Log,” says Harbaugh. “It is an all-wood, fire log made from pressed shavings and 
grindings with absolutely no additives. We would like to market the Woodchucks Fire Log more.”

 NEEDS:  “Manufacturing needs a good, healthy, business environment,” says Harbaugh. “We don’t feel like we have that right now. 
Though it may seem unrealistic, we need more predictability and stability in the economy.”

Newton Running
 CHALLENGES:  “The challenge is to manufacture overseas,” says (Jerry) Lee. “It’s extremely di"cult. Not only are you so far away, you speak a 

di!erent language and have a di!erent culture.”  
 
There’s another high price associated with manufacturing in Asia, he adds. “What people don’t realize is a little company like 
us pays over $1 million in import duties.” Extrapolating to billions for major shoemakers, Lee says, “I think all of those import 
duties should go to promote manufacturing in the United States. It’s being paid by people like ourselves who would love to 
manufacture in the U.S.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Lee points to the mainstream running market. Noting that the Ironman market is less than 1 million athletes, Lee says, “We’re 
now moving toward the running world, which in the U.S. is 30 million people.” But don’t look for Newtons at general-purpose 
sporting-good stores. “We want our messaging and sales to go through the specialty running retailers.” 

 NEEDS: “ We don’t need capital,” says Lee. “We’re always looking for high quality people, but we have a fantastic sta!. My biggest need 
is the ability to build our product in North America.”

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/mountain-racing-products
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/mountainside-medical
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/muscanell-millworks
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/newton-running
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NIMBL
 CHALLENGES:  “Finding enough SAP talent,” says (Yosh) Eisbart. “It’s tough. It’s a hot market.” And Colorado isn’t a huge SAP hotspot like 

Atlanta or the Bay Area, he adds. “The resources are limited. We’ve relocated people from all over the country to support our 
customers.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “The opportunity is to continue to on this trajectory and maintain this hockey stick growth,” says Eisbart. “I’m confident we can.” 
He forecasts the company could double in size by the end of 2014. 

 NEEDS:  Eisbart says the State of Colorado needs to continue “to support the amazing work being done here and 
continue to support local companies that are growing the economy.”

Osprey
 CHALLENGES:  “We would like to return part of manufacturing to Colorado and create new manufacturing systems to be competitive in 

the United Stated,” says (Tom) Barney. “We are even looking at gluing or bonding as opposed to sewing and looking into 
advanced manufacturing with a higher technological component to enable us to return to the state.

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “One of our most exciting opportunities is that we have a large sustainability initiative going on within our company,” says 
Barney. Part of that waste management system in the Cortez headquarters involves recycling, cardboard reuse, recyclable and 
reused o"ce products, and locally sourced printed materials utilize recycled paper and soy based ink. Osprey also focuses on 
carbon o!sets for travel and sustainable transportation initiatives for team members.

 NEEDS:  “In Colorado, particularly in the Southwest, we have a harder time attracting and recruiting for our talent pool,” says Barney. “It 
isn’t hard to retain them though, as Durango is a killer town.”

Patsy’s
 CHALLENGES:  Manpower and financing growth.  “We’re so busy doing the work of day-to-day candy manufacturing that we don’t have the 

time to analyze and grow our overall business.  We’ve considered teaming with another company or with a group of investors,” 
(Mike) Niswonger says.

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “There’s so much out there – especially for private label and corporate clients.  We’re in two national parks and could expand 
to all with the proper labor force and equipment.”

 NEEDS:  “Human capital and cash to fund smart growth.  I’d love to get someone on board who could assess the best way to grow the 
business and our profitability.”

Peach Street
 CHALLENGES:  “Our biggest challenge is to control our processes and quality – it’s more important than growth,” says (Moose) Koons. 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “I’m finding more people in the 24 to 35 age group asking about bourbon and spirits,” Koons notes. “Ten years ago it was all 
35-plus. In the last seven years the demographics (for spirits) have changed.”  

 NEEDS:  “To keep up with demand and yet stay true to our ideals for quality and local,” Koons says. “I don’t think we’ll ever keep up with 
demand.” 

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/nimbl
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/osprey
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/patsys-candies
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/peach-street
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Playtime
 CHALLENGES:  “Economic headwinds create a challenge for us,” says (Mike) Evans. “Also, retailers are looking for return on investment; there is 

sequestration, and the debt ceiling creates economic uncertainty.” He went on to explain how the volatility of the dollar can, 
at times, also present a challenge, “It is fascinating to go from a company with 1-5 employees at one time, to now thinking 
about how the global exchange rate a!ects our business.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Evans sees ongoing and new ventures internationally as a tremendous opportunity, “Our fastest growth market is Australia.” 
Within the states and locally, he says there are ways in which PLAYTIME can not only grow, but possibly also come to the 
rescue for other companies, “I believe there are 2 companies that can save JCPenny and Toys “R” Us, that being Starbucks and 
PLAYTIME!”

 NEEDS:  Keeping PLAYTIME at its roots while embracing technology is important to Evans. “We have to back up and think about what 
play space will become,” says Evans. 

Polar Bottle
 CHALLENGES:  Seasonality. With a big sales spike every spring and early summer, Polar Bottle has traditionally had employees to work 

overtime, but as of 2013 Amabile is using temporary labor to help handle the uptick. All that overtime “really burned people 
out,” (Julie) Amabile explains. 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “More and more people are paying attention to ‘Made in America,” says Amabile. “That’s an opportunity. More manufacturing is 
going to come back to the U.S. That’s good for us. It’s better if there are more industrial designers and machinists.” 

 NEEDS:  A deeper talent pool. “There’s a lot of competition for scarce resources now,” says Amabile. “It will self-correct over time.”

Polidori
 CHALLENGES:  “The biggest challenge we face is making sure we don’t grow faster than we can handle,” says (Melodie) Harris. “There are 

times when we have had to turn business away to ensure we make a quality product.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “There are so many opportunities with retail and food service as they continue to want to support local”, says Harris. “We also 
see opportunities shipping outside of the state as restaurants are demanding products that are clean, MSG and gluten free.”

 NEEDS:  Eventually Polidori Sausage will need a larger space. They are currently located in what was Bill Coors carriage house on his 
property. “It is di"cult because there is so much history in our neighborhood, and that is part of who we are,” says Harris. “But 
we are outgrowing where we are currently.”

Prescient
 CHALLENGES:  Matching demand and capacity. The Denver facility can handle about five million square feet of projects a year, about what is 

already in the Prescient pipeline.

 OPPORTUNITIES:  National and international growth. Vanker envisions building three to five Prescient manufacturing facilities in the U.S. by 2016. 
Houston is next, and should come online in summer 2014.

 NEEDS:  Labor. The company is constantly hiring, says Vanker.

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/playtime
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/polar-bottle
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/polidori-sausage
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/prescient
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Qualtek
 CHALLENGES:  “We train and employ both highly skilled and low skilled workers.  Much of our work is automated, but a lot of it - maybe 35 

percent -- is not.  We currently have three tool and die workers on the payroll,” he says, adding that a student apprentice from 
the local community college machining program was recently hired. 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “Since 2010, we’ve seen consistent 10 percent annual growth.  Metal stamping accounts for 40 percent of our business, but 
metal finishing is our biggest growth area,” he explains.  “We’re the premier anodizing operation in the state right now with 
more work than we can handle.”

 NEEDS:  Help at from Colorado legislators.  “We need legislators who will evaluate the state’s business personal property tax.  A call 
center employs 70 people with little need for equipment.  A manufacturer employing the same number of people keeps 
paying tax on machinery and equipment year after year.  Qualtek probably pays double the state taxes that a call center pays,” 
he says.

Rudis Organic Bakery
 CHALLENGES:  Growing quickly creates additional players, says (Jane) Miller. “The brand extension is such that growth is requiring more 

products and research, which is great but also requires resources.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  It’s all about new product innovation.  “Our biggest opportunity is to continue to innovate and not just be a loaf of bread,” says 
Miller.

 NEEDS:  Miller would like to build sta! and continue to have quality individuals working there, “Finding the right people that want to 
work in a bakery is not always easy.  We are an artisan bakery so our needs are specific and not just automated.”  

Sparkfun
 CHALLENGES:  (Matt) Bolton says finding “how to strategically prepare for seasonal demand” remains di"cult, although seaso nal fluctuations 

have been shrinking. “We get better and better at it every day.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  The potential of SparkFun’s educational market has not been fully realized. “We love to teach,” says Bolton. “I think students 
learn very well when they’re getting hands-on experience.” 

 NEEDS:  Space. SparkFun’s 52,000-square-foot facility in Boulder is bursting at the seams. The building in Niwot should be open for 
business in May 2014, says Bolton. “When you move into a building that already exists, you just have to fit into it. This building 
is our clean slate.”

Springs Fabrication
 CHALLENGES:  “The primary challenge we have right now is centered around people,” (Tom) Neppl said, explain that it is becoming 

increasingly di"cult to find the right kind of skilled manufacturers that Springs Fab needs. To address this, Neppl said Springs 
Fab is actively searching for the right kind of candidates, including in markets outside of the United States, and is also o!ering 
aggressive compensation and training programs.

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Neppl explained that Springs Fab rides market swells, and that markets including mining and renewable energy are currently 
on the downswing. As a result, the company is shifting gears toward markets that are on the upsurge: “Right now traditional 
energy--oil and gas--are very strong in the U.S.,” Neppl said. “So we’re engaging in a lot of those opportunities.” Construction is 
another area Neppl sees growth in. “We sort of reinvent the company every couple of years, to whatever markets are hot and 
wherever the money is being spent and invested,” Neppl said.

 NEEDS:  Neppl said Springs Fab’s needs are directly related to the company’s challenges: “We could increase the business if we had 
access to people,” he said, explaining that the firm needs skilled workers to continue expanding.

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/qualtek-manufacturing
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/rudis-organic-bakery
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/sparkfun
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/springs-fabrication
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Star Precision
 CHALLENGES:   “The biggest challenge, frankly, is the economy,” says (Al) Gordon. “A more robust recovery in the economy would certainly 

help us.” He also says finding top-quality labor talent is also a challenge for the company. 

 OPPORTUNITIES:   There are plenty of potential partners. “Colorado is a highly desirable place to live and work,” says Gordon, attributing the 
concentration of entrepreneurs to the state’s quality of life. He sees a “significant professional infrastructure” that just needs a 
little push from partners with capital and entrepreneurial expertise. 

 NEEDS:  “You are always hoping to meet more high-quality companies run by talented, motivated, ambitious entrepreneurs,” says 
Gordon of his pursuit of strategic partners. 

Sterling Edge
 CHALLENGES:  “One of the biggest challenges is shipping here in Denver because of the low manufacturing base and getting semi-trucks in 

and out,” says (Blane) Newton. “It increases our costs to bring goods in and out of Denver.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “The ability to use our own technology for our own products and turn our service inward to produce our own innovative 
product line,” says Newton. “A product line will be announce soon that will be unique waterjet creations for the award and 
recognition industry.”

 NEEDS:  “Waterjetting is such a unique service that we can’t easily acquire prescreened employees, so on the job training is absolutely 
require”, says Newton. “Our goal is always looking for that person who has good common sense, a strong work ethic and 
works well independently and those are the key qualities what make a successful waterjet cutter.”

StoneAge
 CHALLENGES:   Creating more complex systems poses the biggest obstacle for StoneAge. “Our biggest challenge is the fact that our industry 

is changing and requiring safer and more automated systems,” says (Kerry) Siggins. “We have to change our processes and our 
organizational structure.”

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Siggins sees the prospect of becoming a leader not only in the waterblast tool industry but in waterblast equipment industry, 
especially in the automated areas. “We see the biggest opportunity in becoming the industry leader in the automated 
equipment space and not just with tools,” says Siggins.

 NEEDS:  “We need to develop strategic relationships with true-end users,” says Siggins. “They are driving the hands-free automation 
movement and we need to have relationships with them.”

StudioShed
 CHALLENGES:  “As a growing company, it may sound cliche, but the challenge is always cash flow,” says (Mike) Koenig. Sometimes the options 

tend towards an equity raise or compromising the product,” he adds. “We’re not willing to do either.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  “Our biggest opportunity isn’t necessarily with the backyard shed industry,” says Koenig. “It’s the opportunity within the 
existing home remodeling industry. That’s a $350 billion market.” Koenig says Studio Sheds are an attractive substitute for an 
addition. “We want to have people ask, ‘Do I really need that second floor?’ You probably don’t.” 

 NEEDS: “Maybe some more sleep,” laughs Koenig. How many hours are in his work week? “It’s constant.”

Sushi Den
 CHALLENGES:  Managing the supply chain. “Five years ago new fish was shifting and changing; with (global) warming di!erent fish are 

showing up.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES: The American palate. “How do we introduce the unknown new fish ideas to the American public.” 

 NEEDS:  “We can get the fish – but the chefs, that is the harder part. We need more highly skilled chefs; there are not too many.”

http://companyweek.com/articles/category/industrial-contract-manufacturing
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/sterling-edge-industrial-cutting
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/stone-age
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/studio-shed
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/sushi-den
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Voormi
 CHALLENGES:  Manufacturing in the U.S. “Taking the rate of change in technological industries and applying it to the textile industry has 

been a challenge,” says (Dan) English. “The major brands need to make a bigger commitment to domestic production to 
catalyze a true renaissance”, he adds. “We need their help and leadership to rebuild for the long term. That’s not happening.” 

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Helping create jobs in Archuleta County. “We made a very deliberate choice to locate the company in southwestern Colorado,” 
says Dan. “We felt it was our responsibility to create jobs in economically challenged areas. The opportunity for VOORMI is to 
grow and bring jobs to this area -- that’s the real opportunity.” 

 NEEDS:  Better manufacturing-oriented education and career tracks. As the apparel industry moved production to other countries, the 
labor pool shrank. “Through that abandonment, the skill base began to dry up,” says Dan. Now he says there’s a serious need 
for higher education and job training to revisit the industry. “Very few people look at cut and sew as a viable career path.”

White Girl Salsa
 CHALLENGES:  Selling at farmers’ markets paid o! but was a lot of work. The process: “Setting up the tent, getting the inventory, and if you 

hire somebody to work it, checking out inventory to them, checking it back in, making sure the cash matches up with the 
number of jars that are gone,” Nirvelli says. “It is a lot to manage, but it was definitely worthwhile.”

 PARTNERING:  Partnering with Fresca Foods in March 2011 has taken a lot o! Nirvelli’s proverbial plate of concerns. “We went over the 
formulation and made some changes for more e"ciencies,” she says. “They basically source everything – all the ingredients, 
jars, labels, lids. We work together as far as inventory levels and orders that I’ve got coming in. They basically run that whole 
side of it. I don’t worry about manufacturing at all.”

ZumXR
 CHALLENGES:  “ Since we are in a consumer space the challenge is growth and figuring out how to dial into that consumer psychology,” says 

(Bob) Niichel.

 OPPORTUNITIES:  Licensure is on the horizon for Niichel, “Right now we are building on branding Zum XR, and also licensing the technology.”

 NEEDS:  Though he is currently debt free and primarily self-funded, raising additional capital is the biggest need for Niichel, “Like any 
company growing, our number one need is capital. We would like to ramp up manufacturing infrastructure.”

http://companyweek.com/company-profile/voormi
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/white-girl-salsa
http://companyweek.com/company-profile/zum-xr
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¾� Neidecker says regulatory issues -- including new protocols from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration -  have 
created extra paperwork for Mountainside Medical. He also said the medical device tax in the new A!ordable 
Care Act, which carries a 2.3 percent top line toll, could a!ect the company’s customers.

¾� “A big challenge is the political environment, with lots of things going on 
with labor and taxes and OSHA. Healthcare is big for us.” Merritt says the 
advent of the A!ordable Care Act has him bracing for a 10 to 25 percent 
uptick in health insurance costs.

¾� Pellett highlights two challenges: “finding employees with the right 
skills and education” and “government policies that hinder the ability for 
manufacturing to grow and create jobs.”

¾� “Hiring people with the right skill set and mindset that see manufacturing 
as a career,” says Popiel. “This is where the state and the city are coming in, 
trying to rebrand manufacturing.” 

¾� Regulation. “Through innovation, AlloSource’s allografts are becoming more sophisticated and posing new 
regulatory analysis,” notes Cycyota. “Our collaboration with both the FDA and AATB will ensure there are new 
allografts for healing that meet all of the applicable regulations.”

¾� KOTA initially faced high waste elimination and transportation costs, though some solutions are currently in 
place. Maloney’s still concerned about a possible spike in fuel costs in the future.  

¾� “It is challenging to compete on price with companies that manufacture o!shore,” Erickson says. “Instead 
of pennies per hour, we are paying a modest, but livable wage. We have not, however, been able to o!er 
the benefits that I believe our skilled sewers need and deserve.” Another challenge: finding sewers. “When 
everything went o!shore in the ’80s and ’90s, a lot of those sewers went to other kinds of jobs. So far we’ve 
done fine, but I think a lot of those skilled workers are gone who were here 20 years ago.” Janska has had 

success finding skilled sewers by advertising in local Spanish and Asian newspapers, 
and word-of-mouth. “We currently rent in an Enterprise Zone area, and that is helpful 
to us.”

¾� McCarty identifies “further increasing the high recycling rate for beverage cans” 
and “growing can share in new beverage segments such as water and wine” as 
Ball’s top challenges for metal beverage packaging.

¾� “One of our biggest challenges is finding skilled, good employees,” says Swails, 
citing in-demand skill sets from woodworking to welding to electrical work. “The 
more rounded they are, the better. Growing up in the 1970s, we had a shop class,” 
he adds. “Now they don’t even o!er it, more often than not.” 

“Skilled workforce is the first 
thing that comes to mind. 
Manufacturing has a horrible 
image. People think it’s dirty, 
it’s hard work, and there’s no 
potential for a career.” 
~ Taylor Merritt, Merritt Equipment Co.

 Summary of challenges: 

Pellett highlights two: 
“finding employees with the 

right skills and education” 
and “government policies 
that hinder the ability for 

manufacturing to grow and 
create jobs.”
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¾� Bolton says finding “how to strategically prepare for seasonal demand” remains di"cult, although seasonal 
fluctuations have been shrinking. “We get better and better at it every day.” 

¾� Matching demand and capacity. The Denver facility can handle about five 
million square feet of projects a year, about what is already in the Prescient 
pipeline.

¾� “Our biggest challenge is we’re in an isolated area,” says Fry. “We just don’t 
have the manufacturing base here. If something goes wrong, I can’t go 
across the street -- I have to hop on a plane. Not that MRP needs any outside help, from the government or 
otherwise. If we have a problem or challenge, we look internally,” he says. “We just try to stay focused on what 
we do every day.” 

¾� “Our biggest challenge is to control our processes and quality – it’s more important than growth,” says Koons. 

¾� “Economic headwinds create a challenge for us,” says Evans. “Also, retailers are looking for return on investment; 
there is sequestration, and the debt ceiling creates economic uncertainty.” He went on to explain how the 
volatility of the dollar can, at times, also present a challenge, “It is fascinating to go from a company with 1-5 
employees at one time, to now thinking about how the global exchange rate a!ects our business.”

¾� Workforce is a challenge, Schaible says. “We manufacture here, so we pay higher wages than our competitors 
who don’t. It’s also di"cult here in Denver to find talent, even though it’s finally getting some attention. We 
have to stop demeaning the industry, even at a high-school level. Manufacturing is di!erent than it used to be. 
But trying to find employees with the right skill set has been a challenge.”

¾�  Growing quickly creates additional players, say Miller. “The brand 
extension is such that growth is requiring more products and research, 
which is great but also requires resources.”

¾�  “One of the biggest challenges is shipping here in Denver because of the 
low manufacturing base and getting semi-trucks in and out,” says Newton. 
“It increases our costs to bring goods in and out of Denver.”

¾� Managing the supply chain. “Five years ago new fish was shifting and 
changing; with (global) warming di!erent fish are showing up.” 

¾� “The primary challenge we have right now is centered around people,” 
Neppl said, explain that it is becoming increasingly di"cult to find the 
right kind of skilled manufacturers that Springs Fab needs. To address 
this, Neppl said Springs Fab is actively searching for the right kind of 
candidates, including in markets outside of the United States, and is also o!ering aggressive compensation and 
training programs.

 “Hiring people with the  
right skill set and mindset  

that see manufacturing  
as a career”  

~ Je! Popiel, GeoTech Environmental

“Economic headwinds create  
a challenge for us” 
~ Mike Evans, PLAYTIME

“One of the biggest challenges 
in Denver is shipping”.  
~ Blane Newton, Sterling Edge
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¾� “Since we are in a consumer space the challenge is growth and figuring out how to dial into that consumer 
psychology,” says Niichel.

¾� “The challenge is to manufacture overseas,” says Lee. “It’s extremely 
di"cult. Not only are you so far away, you speak a di!erent language 
and have a di!erent culture.”  There’s another high price associated 
with manufacturing in Asia, he adds. “What people don’t realize 
is a little company like us pays over $1 million in import duties.” 
Extrapolating to billions for major shoemakers, Lee says, “I think all 
of those import duties should go to promote manufacturing in the 
United States. It’s being paid by people like ourselves who would  
love to manufacture in the U.S.” 

¾� “Definitely cash flow.  Growing so quickly requires a huge amount of attention to cash flow, planning our 
inventory and predicting sales.  Another challenge is adding the good people we need to be successful,” 
Kaczmarek says, adding that there’s also plenty of competition.  “Others are planning new products now, and we 
need to be designing new products in order to continue leading the category.“

¾� “The biggest challenge, frankly, is the economy,” says Gordon. “A more robust recovery in the economy would 
certainly help us.” He also says finding top-quality labor talent is also a challenge for the company. 

¾� Seasonality. With a big sales spike every spring and early summer, Polar Bottle has traditionally had employees 
to work overtime, but as of 2013 Amabile is using temporary labor to help handle the uptick. All that overtime 
“really burned people out,” she explains. 

¾� The relative size of the industrial community in the region provides its own set of challenges. “Colorado Springs 
is not a manufacturing town”, he says. “I’d give jobs to more local CNC shops, but generally their rates are high 
because there are too few shops. I’d also source all my sheet metal locally, but there’s not a lot of sheet metal I 
can get.”

¾� Juggling the responsibilities of being an employer meeting our customers’ 
needs. “There’s so much work out there, but finding and keeping motivated 
talent is a big challenge.  We may also need to expand our facility in the 
next few years.”

¾� Creating more complex systems poses the biggest obstacle for StoneAge. 
“Our biggest challenge is the fact that our industry is changing and 
requiring safer and more automated systems,” says Siggins. “We have to 
change our processes and our organizational structure.”

¾� Manufacturing in the U.S. “Taking the rate of change in technological industries and applying it to the textile 
industry has been a challenge,” says Dan.  The major brands need to make a bigger commitment to domestic 
production to catalyze a true renaissance, he adds. “We need their help and leadership to rebuild for the long 
term. That’s not happening.” 

The “raft” of regulation the 
company manages. “It’s a constant 
battle to keep up with amount of 
regulation this company faces,” he 
says. “It’s ludicrous.”  
~ Don Schaible, Eagle Clawx

“Brand extension is such that 
growth is requiring more products 

and research, which is great but 
also requires resources.”  

~ Jane Miller, Rudi’s Organic Bakery
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¾� Bodenstein said one of BES’ biggest challenges is controlling the company’s schedule--making sure the 
company remains busy without getting overloaded. The key, he said, is “being able to deliver when you say 
you’re going to deliver.” There’s a real art to project scheduling and project management,” Bodenstein added.

¾� “We train and employ both highly skilled and low skilled 
workers.  Much of our work is automated, but a lot of it - maybe 35 
percent -- is not.  We currently have three tool and die workers on 
the payroll,” he says, adding that a student apprentice from the local 
community college machining program was recently hired. 

¾� Raising the brand’s profile outside of Utah. “We have to make sure 
people in Denver are aware of us,” says Cole. “We invested a lot of 
money into the taproom.” 

¾� Manpower and financing growth.  “We’re so busy doing the work of day-to-day candy manufacturing that 
we don’t have the time to analyze and grow our overall business.  We’ve considered teaming with another 
company or with a group of investors,” Mike Niswonger says.

¾�  “There is seasonality to our business,” says Rissler. “The challenge is how to increase 
your capacities for short times during the year.”

¾�  “As a growing company, it may sound cliche, but the challenge is always cash flow,” 
says Koenig. Sometimes the options tend towards an equity raise or compromising 
the product,” he adds. “We’re not willing to do either.” 

¾� “One challenge is continuing to find great people,” says Myslik. “We’re constantly in a state of hiring.” About 200 
of the company’s 250 employees work in production, and it doesn’t help that Boulder County has a high cost of 
living, she adds. 

¾� Counterfeit cabling products that are substandard. “There is a 
ton of counterfeit, substandard, and unsafe product coming 
in,” says Work. “It goes from golf clubs to your wife’s purse to 
communications cabling.” To stem the tide, comCables is active 
with the Communications Cable and Connectivity Association 
(www.cccassoc.org). “What we’re trying to do is educate the 
marketplace on substandard and counterfeit brands.”

¾� “We would like to return part of manufacturing to Colorado and 
create new manufacturing systems to be competitive in the United Stated,” says Barney. “We are even looking at 
gluing or bonding as opposed to sewing and looking into advanced manufacturing with a higher technological 
component to enable us to return to the state. 

“Since we are in a consumer 
space the challenge is growth and 
figuring out how to dial into that 
consumer psychology,”  
~ Bob Niichel, Zum XR

“Definitely cash flow. Growing so 
quickly requires a huge amount of 
attention to cash flow, planning 
our inventory and predicting sales.” 
~ Steve Kaczmarek, FatBike

“The challenge is to
manufacture overseas,” 

~ Jerry Lee, Newton Running 
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¾� “Our main challenge is supply of raw material,” says Harbaugh. “That does not mean there is a lack of hardwood 
trees in the forest. The forests are growing and the hardwood companies are removing less timber than new 
timber is growing every year.  The recession was very hard on the infrastructure of our industry, right down to 
the basic level of having enough skilled loggers.”

¾� Innovation recognition. “Getting customers to see the unique 
and myriad ‘Loki’ advantages our products o!er to customers 
when they look so low-key,” says Anderson. 

¾� “Skilled labor.  During the recession only a few large contractors 
were forced to close, but many subcontracting companies shut 
for good.  It’s made it hard to find the skilled trades (people) 
we need to ramp up again – especially carpenters, masons and 
drywallers.”

¾� “It’s a much more time-consuming process than brewing,” say Page, a fact that makes finance tricky. Access to 
fruit in Denver is also di"cult. “The apple industry in the last 20 years has shrunk dramatically in Colorado,” says 
Page, noting that the “big three” apple states are Washington, Michigan, and New York. 

¾�  “We’re of the size where we need to constantly balance and plan 
forward for continuing to have one foot in the complete hand-
built world where we’re building frames e!ectively one at a time, 
and at the same time have some form of a production process in 
place to keep our lead times to a point that are acceptable and 
desirable for our customers and for where we’d like them to be,” 
Mitchell says. “That keeps it fun and presents challenges.”

¾�  “One of our biggest challenges is the seasonality of our business,” 
says Puja. “The other one is builder regulations based on square 
buildings, and sometimes a dome shape can be a challenge for 
the regulators.”

¾� “Finding enough SAP talent,” says Eisbart. “It’s tough. It’s a hot market.” And Colorado isn’t a huge SAP hotspot like 
Atlanta or the Bay Area, he adds. “The resources are limited. We’ve relocated people from all over the country to 
support our customers.” 

¾� “Skilled labor.  During the recession only a few large contractors were forced to close, but many subcontracting 
companies shut for good.  It’s made it hard to find the skilled trades (people) we need to ramp up again – 
especially carpenters, masons and dry-wallers.”

“Our biggest challenge is the 
fact that our industry is changing 
and requiring safer and more 
automated systems,” 
~ Kerry  Siggins, StoneAge

 “The major brands need to make 
a bigger commitment to domestic 

production to catalyze a true 
renaissance. We need their help and 

leadership to rebuild for the long 
term. That’s not happening.”  

~ Dan English, Voormi

To follow the companies building a new manufacturing economy and built-environment,  

log-on to www.companyweek.com, navigate to Subscribe, and sign-up to receive the weekly e-newsletter.

For information on how to have your company pro!led in CompanyWeek, email Bart Taylor,  

btaylor@companyweek.com, or call 303-888-2832.
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